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Abstract. Target extraction is an important task in target-based senti-
ment analysis, which aims at identifying the boundary of target in given
text. Previous works mainly utilize conditional random field (CRF) with
a lot of handcraft features to recognize the target. However, it is hard
to manually extract effective features to boost the performance of CRF-
based methods. In this paper, we employ gated recurrent units (GRU)
with label inference, to find valid label path for word sequence. At the
same time, we find that character-level features play important roles
in target extraction, and represent each word by concatenating word
embedding and character-level representations which are learned via
character-level GRU. Further, we capture boundary features of each word
from its context words by convolution neural networks to assist the iden-
tification of the target boundary, since the boundary of a target is highly
related to its context words. Experiments on two datasets show that our
model outperforms CRF-based approaches and demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of features learned from character-level and context words.

1 Introduction

Target extraction is a fundamental work in the task of target-based sentiment
analysis, which tries to find all targets (e.g. entity, product...) in open corpus
like tweets, product comments, etc. For example, in the sentence “I vote to send
Dwyane Wade to the NBA All-Star Game.”, the destination of target extract-
ing is to identify all targets: person: Dwyane Wade and organization: NBA.
The popular approach is regarding target extraction task as a sequence labeling
problem. The goal of sequence labeling is to assign a label for each element in
the sequence, and we can use Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Max Entropy and
Conditional Random Field (CRF) to tackle sequence labeling task. Generally in
target extraction task, the label set is composed of the three symbols {B, I, O},
which stand for the target beginning, the target inside and non-target respec-
tively. In the above example, the labels of the words Dwyane Wade and NBA
are “B-PERSON, I-PERSON ” and “B-ORGANIZATION ” respectively while
all the other words are labeled O.

Although CRF-based approaches [19] could achieve good results on target
extraction, they suffer from automatically extracting effective features for boost-
ing system performance. Recently, neural network methods have exhibited their
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ability of feature extraction. [26] study the effect of word embeddings and auto-
matic feature combinations on the task by extending a CRF baseline using neural
networks. [23] use recursive neural networks (RNN) to extract features, feed fea-
tures to CRF and get good performance on target extraction. However, they just
use neural networks as a feature extractor and do not make full use of neural
networks’ ability on sequence labeling. In this paper, we prefer to explore the
potentials of neural networks in sequence labeling for the task of target extrac-
tion. To make use of neural networks, we take gated recurrent unit (GRU) [3]
networks rather than CRF as decoder because GRU is good at modeling long
distance dependency which is good for sequence labeling. As we know, there
are dependencies between target labels. For example, label I will never follow
label O in a sequence of labels. To avoid these illegal transitions between labels,
we adopt a transition matrix [5] which measures the probability of jumping from
label i to label j to ensure valid paths of labels and discourage all other paths.

In target extraction, we find that character-level features are a key factor for
deciding the labels of a sequence. In the example above, the initial characters of
the targets are uppercase. In addition, many words have different variants, but
with a similar meaning. In such cases, characters can be used to strengthen the
word representation. Further, out-of-vocabulary words are hard to be tackled
because they have the same representation without distinction. But character-
level representation of word could address this problem in some degree. Thus,
to incorporate character-level features into our model, we use character-level
GRU on word character sequence to obtain character-level representation for
each word.

Although GRU can learn long distance dependency of words, the context of
a word also plays an important role in target extraction. In the example above,
2-word contexts of Dwyane are ‘to send’ and ‘Wade to’. From the left context
and right context, the label of Dwyane tends to be B. From the context of Wade,
we can infer that the label of Wade should be I. To learn context features of
word, we employ convolution neural networks (CNN) on the word context.

We evaluate our model on two open-domain datasets [19], and experimen-
tal results show that our method achieves the state-of-the-art performance and
validate the effectiveness of character-level features and context features.

2 Model

In this section, we first display the details of our model. After that, we introduce
the details of our model. The overall architecture of our model is shown in Fig. 1.

Our model consists of three parts which are character-level layer, word-
level layer and label inference layer. The character-level layer mainly learns
the character-level representation for each word to assist word level layer and
address the OOV words problem via stack bidirectional gated recurrent unit net-
works (SBi-GRU). The word-level layer has two parts which the first part also
utilize SBi-GRU to learn the long distance dependencies between words and the
second part learn the local feature for each word in its context. The last part
finds a valid path via modeling labels dependencies with transition score matrix.
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Fig. 1. The overall architecture of our model.

2.1 Embeddings

The first step of neural networks is to transform words and characters into
distributed representation, which is also called embeddings [1,16–18].

In our model, word embeddings and characters embedding are used. Formally,
we have a word dictionary W of size |W | and a character dictionary C of size
|C|. W and C are extracted from training data. Word and character will be
transformed into corresponding real-value vector if they are in the dictionary.
Otherwise, they will be assigned a unique real-value vector. We suppose that a
sentence consists of n words and each word i is composed of m characters. The
word embeddings of all words are [W1,W2, ...,Wn] and the character embeddings
of word i is [C1

i , C2
i , ..., Cm

i ], where Wi ∈ R|W |∗dw and Cj
i ∈ R|C|∗dc . dw and dc

are word embedding size and character embedding size. Word embeddings and
character embeddings can be learned during training process or pre-trained from
large corpus by language model.

2.2 Character-Level Layer

Character-level features are important to target extracting and have positive
impact on out-of-vocabulary word problem. To incorporate character-level fea-
tures, we adopt stack bidirectional gated recurrent units networks (SBi-GRU).
The Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) networks is an extension of recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNN) because RNN suffers from the gradient vanishing and
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exploration when processing long sequence, and GRU is defined by:

zt = σ(Wz · xt + Uz · ht−1) (1)
rt = σ(Wr · xt + Ur · ht−1) (2)

ĥt = tanh(Wh · xt + Uh · (rt � ht)) (3)

ht = (1 − zt) � ht−1 + zt � ĥt (4)

where xt is the input at time step t, ht−1 is the hidden state at time step t − 1,
zt and rt are update gate and reset gate respectively, σ is sigmoid function,
W and U are weight metrics, and � denotes element-wise multiplication. For
simplification, we use ht = GRU(xt, ht−1) to denotes the definition of GRU.

For sequence modeling, it is useful to consider both forward and backward
information at the same time. Bidirectional GRU (Bi-GRU) is good at learn-
ing both direction information, and forward and backward information can be
computed by:

hf
t = GRU(xt, h

f
t−1); (5)

hb
t = GRU(xt, h

b
t−1). (6)

The bidirectional hidden state at time t is the concatenation of forward and
backward hidden state, which is defined as:

ht = hf
t ⊕ hb

t . (7)

where ⊕ is a operation that concatenates two tensors alone the last dimension.
For simplification, we use ht = BiGRU(xt, ht−1) to stand for bidirectional GRU.

Stack bidirectional GRU (SBi-GRU) can learn high level abstract features
for sequence. Therefore, we utilize SBi-GRU to learn effective features for each
word. Assuming a stack bidirectional GRU has N layer using the same layer
function, and the hidden states h

(n)
are iteratively computed from n = 1 to

n = N by:

h
(n)

t = BiGRU(h
(n−1)

t , h
(n)

t−1). (8)

where h
(x)

t is the hidden state of layer x at time t, and h
(0)

is the input sequences.
With the character sequence [C1

i , C2
i , ..., Cm

i ] of word i as inputs, we can

obtain the stack bidirectional hidden states [h
(N)

1 , h
(N)

2 , ..., h
(N)

m ] as the hidden
states of character sequence. We can get the final character-level features cri for
word i by applying max-pooling or mean-pooling operation on its hidden states.

2.3 Word-Level Layer

In word-level layer, there two parts which serve to learn representation for
each word. The first part is a deep architecture consisting of a SBi-GRU net-
works which are able to build up progressively higher level representations of
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sequence data. The input sequences are the concatenation of word embeddings
[W1,W2, ...,Wn] and character-level word representations [cr1, c

r
2, ..., c

r
n]. The hid-

den state of word i from SBi-GRU is h
(n)

t according to Eq. 8.
In target extracting, it is beneficial to capture local features around word. We

employ the convolution neural networks (CNN) to learn local features on context
window [Wt−� k

2 �, ...,Wt, ...,Wt+� k
2 �] for word t, and k is the context window size,

which is defined as:

ci = f(Wf · X + bf ). (9)

where f is non-linear function, Wf ∈ Ruv is filter used to produce new features,
X is the concatenation of context window of word t, and bf is bias.

The filter will produce a feature map c = [c1, c2, ..., ck−u+1]. We then apply
the max-pooling operation on c and get the local features ĉ = max(c). The
concatenation of the outputs of stack bidirectional GRU and convolution neural
networks is word t’s features f(t) = h

(n)

t ⊕ ĉ. The word features are fed into
linear transformation layer with activation:

ft = σ(Wl · f(t) + bl). (10)

where σ is activation function, Wl and bl is weight matrix and bias respectively.
After that, we use non-linear layer to project ft into the label space by:

yt = σ(Wp · ft + bp). (11)

where Wp and bp are weight matrix and bias respectively, and σ is non-linear
function.

2.4 Label Inference Layer

In sequence labeling task, there are dependencies between labels, but word level
loss discards this kind of label dependency information. To model the dependen-
cies between labels of sequence, [5] introduce a transition score Ai,j to measure
the probability jumping from label i to label j in a successive words. For an
input sequence x = [xi, x2, ..., xn] and its label sequence y = [y1, y2, ..., yn], a
sentence level score is the sum of transition score and labeling probability, which
is computed by:

S(x, y, θ) =
n∑

t=1

(Ai−1,i + yi
t). (12)

where yi
t is the score of ith label at tth word, and θ = [Wz,Wr,Wh, Uz,

Ur, Uh,Wf , bf ,Wl, bl,Wp, bp,Ws, bs] are the parameters of our model. We nor-
malize this score over all paths Y via softmax by:

p(y|x) =
exp(S(x, y, θ))∑

ŷ∈Y exp(S(x, ŷ, θ))
. (13)
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The word embeddings, character-embeddings and θ will be optimized during
training processing, and the training loss is computed by:

loss(x, y) = − log(p(y|x)). (14)

From the formulation above, it is evident that we encourage our model to
produce a valid sequence of output labels. While decoding, we predict the output
sequence that obtains the maximum score given by:

y∗ = arg max
ŷ∈Y

(S(x, ŷ, θ)). (15)

y∗ can be found by dynamic algorithm like viterbi.

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets and Evaluate Metric

To verify the effectiveness of our model, we conduct experiments on the data of
Mitchell [19]1 which is composed of English and Spanish tweets annotated with
entity and sentiment, and we report ten-fold cross-validation results used in [19]
and [26].

In order to evaluate the performance of target extracting, we adopt f measure
which is defined as:

F = 2 ∗ P ∗ R/(P + R);

P = T/N ;R = T/G.

where t is the number of correctly predicted targets, n and g are the number of
predicted targets and ground truth targets separately.

3.2 Hyperparamters Setting

In our experiments, the character embeddings of two datasets are initialized
by Xavier [6]. The word embeddings of English Dataset and Spanish Dataset
are from [20]2 and [4]3 respectively. All unknown characters and words, weight
matrices and biases are initialized by Xavier. The hidden state size of character-
level and word-level stack bidirectional GRU are set to 300 and 600 respectively,
and the layer number of character-level and word-level stack bidirectional GRU
are all set to 2. We use Adam [11] to optimize all parameters of our model.
We also use dropout on word embeddings and character embeddings to avoid
overfitting, and the dropout rate is set to 0.5.

1 http://www.m-mitchell.com/code/index.html.
2 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/.
3 https://spinningbytes.com/resources/embeddings/.

http://www.m-mitchell.com/code/index.html
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
https://spinningbytes.com/resources/embeddings/
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3.3 Model Comparison

To evaluate the effectiveness of our model comprehensively, we list some baselines
for comparison. All baselines are introduced as follows.

• Discrete is a CRF-based approach, which incorporates many handcraft
features including surface features, linguistic features, cluster features and
sentiment features [26].

• Neural is an extension of Discrete with two changes. The discrete features
in Discrete are replaced by continuous word embeddings, and a hidden neural
layer is added between the inputs and outputs [26].

• Integrated makes a combination of discrete models and neural models by
integrating both types of inputs into a same CRF framework for the reason
that both features can complements each other. [26].

• GRU is a baseline completely based on neural networks without any hand-
craft features and CRF components. GRU utilizes gated recurrent units net-
works to model the long distance dependency between words. GRU then uses
transition matrix to measure the dependencies between labels and obtain the
predicted label for each word.

• Bi-GRU extends the GRU model by model the input sequence with bidirec-
tional gated recurrent networks for both forward information and backward
information which play key role in target extracting, and the other compo-
nents are the same as GRU.

Table 1 shows the performances of our model and other baselines. All baselines
can be split into two parts. Baselines in first part are based on CRF and the
second part baselines take GRU incorporating label inference as decoder.

From the results of CRF-based approaches, we can see that the performance
of Neural model is worst in Spanish dataset and Discrete model obtains worst
results in English dataset. Neural model outperforms Discrete model about
4.83% on English dataset, while Discrete model improves the performance of
Spanish dataset about 1.73% compared with Neural model. This verifies that
both discrete features and word embeddings are useful for target extracting.

Table 1. Performances of baselines and our model.

Model/Dataset English Spanish

P R F P R F

Discrete 0.5937 0.3483 0.4384 0.7077 0.4775 0.5700

Neural 0.5364 0.4487 0.4867 0.6559 0.4782 0.5527

Integrated 0.6069 0.5163 0.5567 0.7023 0.6200 0.6576

GRU 0.5649 0.3849 0.4569 0.6157 0.5045 0.5532

Bi-GRU 0.5780 0.4078 0.4772 0.6281 0.5381 0.5794

Our model 0.6245 0.5185 0.5658 0.6917 0.6325 0.6605

Ensemble 0.6451 0.5089 0.5687 0.7201 0.6189 0.6654
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The Integrated approach achieves the highest result among CRF-based methods
on two datasets. The great improvements of the F-measure demonstrate that it
is useful to integrate both discrete and neural features into a framework because
both kinds of features can complement each other.

From the performances of approaches in second part, we can observe that
GRU performances better than the worst system on two datasets without any
handcraft features, which demonstrates that recurrent neural networks with label
inference is an alternative approach for target extracting. Bi-GRU outperforms
GRU about 2.03% and 2.62% on English and Spanish datasets respectively. Com-
pared with GRU, Bi-GRU incorporates both forward information and backward
information, we can infer that bidirectional information plays great important
roles in modeling the boundary features in sequence labeling. However, the per-
formances of Bi-GRU are much worse than the Integrated model. This phe-
nomenon implies that only bidirectional information is not enough for target
extracting and more useful features should be added to Bi-GRU.

Finally, we can see that our model achieves the state-of-the-art on two
datasets, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our model. This validates
that character-level features and context features have great influence on target
extracting. We also use an ensemble of 6 our models and improve the perfor-
mance about 0.29% and 0.49% on two datasets respectively. We can also observe
that ensemble model can greatly improve the precision but has negative effect
on the recall compared with single model.

3.4 Model Variants

In this subsection, we design a series of variants to validate the effectiveness of
our model. The first variant is SBi-GRU which contains a SBi-GRU and does
not contain character-level stack bidirectional GRU and context CNN. The sec-
ond variant is SBi-GRU-Context which incorporates context information of each
word by CNN, and the last variant SBi-GRU+Character integrates character-
level features into SBi-GRU via applying stack bidirectional GRU to character
sequence. Table 2 shows the results of our model and its variants.

From the Table 2, we can see that SBi-GRU+Context improves the perfor-
mances about 0.91% and 0.11% on two datasets compared with SBi-GRU model.
This verifies that the context information of each word promotes the performance

Table 2. Performance of the variants of our model.

Model/Dataset English Spanish

P R F P R F

SBi-GRU 0.5728 0.4152 0.4806 0.6458 0.5328 0.5837

SBi-GRU+Context 0.5682 0.4294 0.4897 0.6393 0.5391 0.5848

SBi-GRU+Character 0.5843 0.5313 0.5561 0.6773 0.6324 0.6538

Our model 0.6245 0.5185 0.5658 0.6917 0.6325 0.6605
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of target extracting indeed because the boundary of target is highly related to
surrounding words. We can also see that context information have positive effect
on improving recall and is little harmful to the precision. But higher recall means
that system can cover more existing target, good system generally has higher
F-measure and similar precision and recall.

Compared with SBi-GRU and SBi-GRU+Context, SBi-GRU+Character
improves both precision and recall and outperforms SBi-GRU about 7.55% and
7.01%, which demonstrates that character-level features are very important to
target extracting because character-level features include morphological charac-
teristics and grammatical features. Further, character-level features can address
OOV words problems in some degree.

Our model integrates character-level features and context information into
SBi-GRU and achieve the best performances. From the results, we can see that
the improvements from SBi-GRU to our model are greater the accumulation of
the improvements from SBi-GRU to SBi-GRU+Context and from SBi-GRU to
SBi-GRU+Character (8.52% > 0.91% + 7.55% and 7.68% > 0.11% + 7.01%),
and we can infer that the character-level features and context information can
complement each other without negative effects in target extracting.

In a word, context information and character-level features play an important
role in target extracting, and we can integrate them into SBi-GRU for better
performances.

3.5 Error Cases

In this subsection, we will show some error cases in English dataset predicted by
our model to show the shortages of our model. Figure 2 shows the error cases.

sergio aguero greets man city fans at the etihad stadium

sergio aguero greets man city fans at the etihad stadium

check out my personal newspaper on the tweeted times
check out my personal newspaper on the tweeted times

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Fig. 2. Error cases. Red, yellow, blue and green denote begin word of Person, inside
word of Person, begin word of Organization, and inside word of Organization respec-
tively. (1) and (3) are the correct labeling sentence. (2) and (4) are labeled by our
model. (Color figure online)

There are main four kinds of errors caused by our model. The first error
case is sergio aguero which should be a person name but is recognized as
organization by our model. From the first error case, we can see that our model
has ability to correctly recognizes the boundary of target but does not match
the true target type. The reason may be that context information is not enough
and we need take the long distance information into account.
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The second error case caused by our model is man city which should be a
organization target while is ignored by our model. In fact, man is the abbrevia-
tion of manchester, and man is not very common to be a target word. However,
city is often regarded as inside word of target. This error case implies that our
model is not good at finding new target via obvious clues.

The third error case is etihad stadium which should not be a target and
is labeled as an organization by our model. etihad stadium does not appear in
train data and is an existing place, but it should not be regarded as a target.
Although our model does not correctly identify this non-target, it shows our
model have potential in find new words.

The final error case is the tweeted times, our model only recognizes tweeted,
times and misses the. This target contains a very common used function word
the which almost does not be regarded as a part of target. Our model may learn
the information about the and gives the wrong label. To avoid this kind of error,
we need to let our model to associate with the word collection and word context.

From four error cases above, we can observe that our model can achieve com-
parable results but still has some problems illustrated above. The main reason
may be that our model is lack of modeling higher level features like long distance
features, word collection, etc., which are key factors for target extracting.

4 Related Work

Target extracting is a fundamental task for target-based sentiment analysis [7,8].
Early works often used unsupervised approaches which rely on predefined rules
and handcraft features. For example, [21] introduced an unsupervised informa-
tion extraction system which mines reviews in order to build a model of impor-
tant product features, their evaluation by reviewers and their relative quality
across products. [14] proposed a unsupervised approach which consists of two
forms of recommendations based on semantic similarity and aspect associations
respectively for aspect extraction. [25] developed a model to extract aspect term
via unsupervised learning of distributed representations of words and depen-
dency paths.

As supervised learning methods, [24] solved the target extraction by intro-
ducing a phrase dependency parsing which segments an inputs sentence into
phrases and links segments with directed arcs. [15] developed a centering the-
ory to extracting explicit and implicit opinion target from new comments. [22]
proposed a double propagation method which propagates information between
opinion words and targets to extract target and opinion word. [13] developed
a partially-supervised word alignment model to mine opinion relation and used
graph-based algorithm to estimate the confidence of candidate.

Recently, Target extracting is often regarded as sequence labeling task. The
sequence labeling approaches mainly focus on Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
and CRF-based framework. For example, [10] proposed a lexicalized HMM-
based framework to extract specific product related entities expressing review-
ers’ opinion. [12] proposed a CRF-based framework which employs features to
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extract opinion and object features for review sentence. [9] modeled opinion
target extraction as information extraction task and address it by conditional
random fields. [19] extracted name entities and their sentiment jointly by CRF.

With the development of neural networks (NN) approaches, NN methods
also achieve good performances on target extracting. [26] developed a model
which integrates discrete features and word embeddings into CRF to jointly
extract target and their opinions. [23] built a joint model which integrates recur-
sive neural networks and conditional random fields into a unified framework to
explicit aspect and opinion term extraction. Although above NN approaches
achieve good performance, they do not take the advantage of recurrent neural
networks on sequence labeling [2]. Therefore, we use stack bidirectional GRU
with label inference which integrates character-level features and context fea-
tures to tackle target extracting, and experimental results on two open-domain
datasets validate the effectiveness of our model.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to use stack bidirectional GRU (SBi-GRU) with label
inference to address target extracting for target-based sentiment analysis. The
first step of our model is to use SBi-GRU to model each word’s character-level
features which have great influence on target extracting. Then, SBi-GRU is
also used to learn long distance feature for each word on the concatenation of
character-level features and word embeddings, and convolution neural networks
are adopted to capture local features around word. Finally, local features with
outputs from sentence-level SBi-GRU are used to infer the target. Experiments
on two datasets show the effectiveness of our model and verify the effectiveness of
character-level and local features. Error cases imply the shortages of our model,
in future work, we will explore how to learn global features for extracting target.
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